Registration for the spring 2016 session starts Monday February 1st, 2016.
http://etfo-aq.ca/catalogue/
ETFO has created an innovative learning model for all AQ courses. Here is what some of our teachers had to
say about ETFO AQ courses that they have taken:
“ETFO courses are lead by teachers who understand the modern classroom. The assignments are rich, meaningful and applicable in both the class and for our career. The collaboration with colleagues across the province, and worldwide, provides a forum to gain insight into best practices. The online forum is user friendly,
environmentally friendly and helps catapult you as a 21st century digital learner.” Lindsay Hodgson
“The ETFO AQ courses are sensitive to your life as a teacher. The instructors understand the teacher workload, therefore each unit can be completed at your own pace. The online course is easy to navigate and the
instructors reply to emails promptly. The pass/fail system removes the pressure of needing to attain a certain
average and the course materials are concise, current, and easily accessible online.” Erica Doucet
“I chose to take AQ courses through ETFO because of the flexible due dates. ETFO understands that teachers
who take their courses also work full time jobs and might not be able to work on assignments every day. ETFO gives plenty of time to complete assignments and the instructors are knowledgeable and always available
to help!” Lindsay Leonard
“I have really enjoyed the AQ courses that I have taken with ETFO. The course work and readings were practical, reasonable and current. All of the resources, whether it was a reading or a video, are connected to the
learning site and are easily accessible. You don’t have to buy a resource, you simply click on the link that is
provided. It didn’t take me long to figure out how to use the learning site. My instructors were great! They
were knowledgeable and available for any questions. They did little things to make us all get to know each
other better, as well as modelled good teaching strategies as the instructor. I have taken online AQ courses
from universities and I prefer the ETFO course because of its practicality, quality instructors and lessons, and
the sense of community that you feel while completing your learning.” Kerri MacDonald
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